Instructions for Connecting with The Eagle
There is currently an Eagle grid in place covering most of the United States and one across the pond in England. As of
right now [April 2022] there is Marc’s Eagle which is housed on my property in Lincoln, CA, Nancy’s Eagle in Florida,
Walt’s Eagle in Minnesota, an Eagle in Massachusetts, and the most recent Eagle in the UK. All of these Eagles are
connected via ley lines with the exception to the one in the UK which we believe is running across an old
transcontinental telegraph line under the sea connecting to the other Eagles in the US. In addition, because they contain
shungite they are also connected via quantum entanglement to the shungite grid started by Derek Condit and continued
worldwide by everyone who started spreading shungite all over the map.

In November of 2021, one of the Cosmic Reality listeners Kat Farovitch successfully used 9 nuggets of shungite in
combination with her healing modality of BioGeometry to disarm a 5G tower by her home in Hollywood [Details are in
the Shungite Facebook group]. At that time she wanted to see if she could connect with The Eagle to see if she could
possibly change the 5G tower to not just be harmless, but to possibly even put out healing frequencies instead. It was at
this point I connected with her and sent her a photo of The Eagle in my backyard along with the intention to allow her to
tap into it. She was able to successfully connect and by using an etheric double, was able to bring in rain and then turn
off the rain when she needed to walk her dog. We were both amazed at this ability to pin point the accuracy, but I have
come to realize both shungite and The Eagle are only limited by our imaginations when we interact with them.
To connect with an Eagle near you, simply utilize one of the pictures and create an etheric double of it in your space. You
can even use some sort of physical object to ground the image into such as a shungite nugget (three, six or nine should
work nicely as well). Hold the image in your mind and condense down the energy of that image into the physical object
of your choosing. Set the intention of it being connected along the ley lines to the grid already in place. You etheric
double of The Eagle is now ready for use.
Please understand there is zero limitations to what this powerful device is capable of. This is key to getting it to work,
you will need to remove all doubts. When you feel that little “niggle” creep in trying to tell you this is all nonsense, put
the work away and come back to it later. Rain is the best place to start with The Eagle because you can see your work
manifesting when cloud formations begin to occur. This device is designed to bring a balance in by communicating
between the land and the sky. When I interact with my Eagle I like to use the intention of “setting things right” because I

also have one of Walt’s Ho’oponopono resonators, but you are free to go with feels good for you. It will take some
practice because we are so conditioned to believe we have no power to control our environment, when you first make it
rain, it may just be a light rain and you will be in a bit of disbelief. It’s important that you acknowledge that YOU made
this happen by working with The Eagle. This acknowledgement will produce a stronger intention so that you can interact
more confidently in the future. I kid you not, my first experience was with a photo of Nancy’s Eagle and producing my
etheric double to bring rain over the raging California fires in the middle of summer when we typically get zero rain
during those months. It wasn’t a lot of rain, but enough to shake me up to the fact that I indeed made it happen.
That’s pretty much it. As you interact with the energy you will find your own way of communicating but what I found
works best is staying in a “playful” type of energy and not forcing or wanting the manifestation you want too bad.
Below is a photo the The Eagle in my backyard when it was first installed and I’m giving you permission to link up to it.
The next photo is of The Eagle in its new location that I was recently guided to move it to.

New location of The Eagle moved on April 17th 2022 (surrounded by all elements – earth, air, fire and water):

